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PREFACE
2023 is the second outbreak of artificial intelligence (AI) in human history. 

AI once again "sweep" the global industries, as the industry calls out that "all 

industrial applications are worth redoing with AI" - AI and the digital 

economy have become the two major engines of global technological and 

economic development. The second China-Austria Innovation Cooperation 

Exchange Conference and the First International Symposium on AI and 

Digital Economy aim to gather experts and scholars in the fields of artificial 

intelligence and digital economy to discuss the opportunities and 

challenges faced by the development of AI and digital economy, especially 

in infrastructure construction and technology application. Experts attending 

the meeting will share the latest perspectives and trend judgments on the 

future development, discuss possible paths to strengthen international 

cooperation and exchange, and provide references for formulating 

strategies for the community development of artificial intelligence and 

digital economy.

Nanjing, formerly known as Jiangning, is a famous historical and cultural 

city, also well-known as tourist city with a history of over 2,400 years. It is 

one of the four ancient capitals of China, known as the "Six Dynasties 

Ancient Capital" and the "Oriental Red Capital". The modern Nanjing is also a 

city of science, education and innovation, with many good universities such 

as Nanjing University, Southeast University, Nanjing University of Science 

and Technology, Nanjing Forestry University, etc. The Nanjing Municipal 

Government is committed to building an innovative city and innovation hub, 

gathering a large number of high-tech enterprises and startups, and forming 

industrial clusters in life health, new energy, new materials, smart 

manufacturing and other industries. Nanjing welcomes experts and 

scholars from all over the world to come here for academic exchanges, 

scientific research cooperation and innovation and entrepreneurship 

activities.
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